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Egelman (2000), Ultramicroscopy 85, 225-234

Iterative Helical Real Space Reconstruction cycleIterative Helical Real Space Reconstruction cycle



asymmetric asymmetric 
reconstructionreconstruction

symmetry searchsymmetry search

imposedimposed
symmetrysymmetrymost novel partmost novel part



•• Box stretches of filaments from EMBox stretches of filaments from EM
•• cut into overlapping segments of fixed lengthcut into overlapping segments of fixed length

•• optimal length dictated by disorder, Signal/Noiseoptimal length dictated by disorder, Signal/Noise
•• extent of overlap generated by axial rise per subunitextent of overlap generated by axial rise per subunit

•• Do initial alignment to center segments Do initial alignment to center segments –– avoid interpolationavoid interpolation
•• Generate an initial reference Generate an initial reference –– featureless cylinder works!featureless cylinder works!
•• Make guess about approximate symmetryMake guess about approximate symmetry

•• Can use information from power spectrum, AP SR, 2Can use information from power spectrum, AP SR, 211 screw…screw…
•• AzimuthalAzimuthal increment (number of reference projections) determined by increment (number of reference projections) determined by 
diameter of filament, resolution desireddiameter of filament, resolution desired
•• Check convergence, check AP NQ statistics, check agreement betwCheck convergence, check AP NQ statistics, check agreement between een 
power spectrum and Fourier Transform of reconstructionpower spectrum and Fourier Transform of reconstruction

Summary of steps in IHRSR procedureSummary of steps in IHRSR procedure



generatorgenerator creates IHRSR scriptcreates IHRSR script



hplotnhplotn is utility for displaying alignment parametersis utility for displaying alignment parameters



pilipili, n=9,389, n=9,389
90 references90 references

reference frequency distribution is important reality checkreference frequency distribution is important reality check



pilipili, n=9,389, n=9,389

no correlation should exist between shifts and rotationsno correlation should exist between shifts and rotations



pilipili, n=9,389, n=9,389

““weird” rotations have poor coefficients of correlationweird” rotations have poor coefficients of correlation



xhelicalsxhelicals is graphical symmetry searchis graphical symmetry search



parameters are from TMV…parameters are from TMV…

filreconfilrecon is utility for filament reconstitutionis utility for filament reconstitution



filreconfilrecon is utility for filament reconstitutionis utility for filament reconstitution



n=1,531n=1,531

filreconfilrecon is utility for filament reconstitutionis utility for filament reconstitution



What is to be done (today)?What is to be done (today)?

create solid cylinder as starting modelcreate solid cylinder as starting model
../../spider_linux_mpspider_linux_mp
MO 3MO 3
volume001volume001
100,100,100100,100,100
……
run generator to create run generator to create 
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